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rognostic Significance of CSN2,
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Abstract
BACKGROUND: COP9 signalosome subunit 2 (CSN2) is believed to be involved in human cancer, but its
prognostic significance in colorectal cancer (CRC) has not been elucidated. PATIENTS AND METHODS: We
retrospectively analyzed the expression of CSN2 andCD8+ tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs), and mismatch
repair (MMR) status in 267 paraffin-embedded specimens using immunohistochemistry in a training cohort. A
number of risk factors were used to form nomograms to evaluate survival, and Harrell's concordance index (C-
index) was used to evaluate the predictive accuracy. Further validation was performed in an independent cohort of
238cases. RESULTS: Low CSN2 expression and a low number of CD8 + TILs were significantly associated with
diminished disease-free survival (DFS) and overall survival (OS) in CRC patients, and patients with MMR-deficient
CRC had enhanced DFS and OS. Moreover, the multivariate Cox analysis identified CSN2, CD8 + TILs, and MMR
status as independent prognostic factors for DFS and OS. Using these three markers and four clinicopathological
risk variables, two nomograms were constructed and validated for predicting DFS and OS (C-index: training
cohort, 0.836 (95% CI:0.804–0.868) and 0.841 (0.808–0.874), respectively; validation cohort, 0.801 (0.760–843)
and 0.843 (0.806–0.881), respectively). CONCLUSIONS: CSN2, CD8+ TILs, and MMR status were independent
prognostic factors. The nomograms could be used to generate individualized predictions for DFS and OS.
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troduction
olorectal cancer (CRC) continues to be one of themost common causes
cancer death worldwide [1]. Although prognosis and the need for
stoperative treatment are presently determined by pathological staging,
vious heterogeneity in outcomes exists among patients with a similar
sease stage [2–4]. Indeed, other tumor-associated characteristics,
trinsic to the tumor cell and pertaining to both the tumor
icroenvironment and the patient, may similarly influence outcome
d be used to determine the need for further treatment [5,6].
COP9 signalosome (CSN), composed of eight subunits (CSN1 to
SN8), is a regulator of the Skp1-cullin-F-box protein ubiquitin
ases in the ubiquitin-proteasome system [7]. Many tumor
ppressor and oncogene products are regulated by ubiquitination-
d proteasome-mediated protein degradation. Therefore, it is
nceivable that CSN plays a significant role in cancer, regulating
ocesses relevant to carcinogenesis and cancer progression (e.g., cell
cle control, signal transduction and apoptosis) [8,9]. The role of
SN subunits in cancer biology is emerging [9]. Recent evidence
plicates CSN5 and CSN6 in the ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis of
portant mediators in carcinogenesis and cancer progression [8,10].
SN2 and its variant, Alien, can be transcriptional corepressors,
hich could facilitate pluripotency maintenance [11,12]. Serum
SN2 may serve as a noninvasive diagnostic biomarker for gastric
ncer, and low serum CSN2 is associated with unfavorable survival
3]. CSN2 may be a tumor suppressor gene and has reduced
pression in tumor tissues [13,14]. However, the molecular and
ognostic functions of CSN2 in CRC are not yet known.

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.tranon.2018.07.006&domain=pdf
bbmczhubing@163.com
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd//
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.tranon.2018.07.006
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Extensive studies in CRC have suggested that the density of tumor-
filtrating lymphocytes (TILs) strongly influences clinical outcome
5–17]. A high intratumoral density of CD3+ and cytotoxic CD8+
mphocytes has been associated with a reduced incidence of tumor
etastasis and favorable prognosis [17]. Among TILs, CD8+ T cells,
so known as cytotoxic T cells, play a critical role in antitumor
munity by killing cancer cells. An immunoscore of colon cancer,
rived from a measure of CD3+ and CD8+ T cell densities in the
vasive margin and center of tumor, had a larger relative prognostic
lue than pT stage, pN stage, lympho-vascular invasion, tumor
fferentiation, and microsatellite instability (MSI) status [18].
oreover, the density of CD8+ TILs is associated with chemotherapy
ficacy and prognosis of CRC, particularly if combined with
icrosatellite status [19]. The extent of T lymphocyte infiltration
human CRC differs based on mismatch repair (MMR) status [20].
In this study, we investigated CSN2 expression in patients with
RC by IHC and explored its associations with clinicopathological
ctors and prognosis. We also investigated the prognostic value of
D8+ TILs and MMR status and the interrelationship of CSN2,
D8+ TILs and MMR status. Moreover, we generated two predictive
mograms integrating CSN2 expression, CD8+ TILs, MMR status,
e level of CEA, tumor depth, lymph node metastasis and distant
etastasis to assess the risk score for disease-free survival (DFS) and
erall survival (OS) of CRC patients.

ethods and Materials

atients and Tissue Specimens
We used 505 formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) specimens
om 505CRC patients in this study. For the training cohort, data
ere obtained from 267 patients with incident, primary, biopsy-
nfirmed CRC diagnosed between June 2006 and September 2007
the first affiliated Hospital of Bengbu Medical University, Bengbu,
hina. Inclusion criteria were the availability of hematoxylin and
sin slides with invasive tumor components, the availability of
llow-up data and clinicopathological characteristics, no history of
eated cancer, and appropriate patient informed consent. We
cluded patients if they had received preoperative treatment with
y anticancer therapy. We also included an additional 238 patients
the internal validation cohort, with the same criteria as above,
tween October 2008 and December 2009. And all these patients
ith metastatic CRC included in this study had undergone radical
section of both the primary and metastatic sites. TNM staging was
classified according to the AJCC staging manual (eighth edition).
ll participants were Han Chinese (self-reported). Two independent
thologists reassessed all samples. The institutional review board of
e first affiliated Hospital of Bengbu Medical University approved
e retrospective analysis of the anonymous data.

ntibodies
This study used the following commercially available monoclonal
tibodies: an anti-human COPS2 antibody (clone NBP1–90190Novus
iologicals, Canada) and a CD8 antibody (clone SP16; NeoMarker,
SA). Staining for MMR proteins was performed using the following
imary antibodies: mouse anti-human MLH-1 (cloneG168–728; Cell
arque Corporation, Rocklin, CA);mouse anti-human MSH-2 (clone
219–1129; Cell Marque Corporation, Rocklin, CA); mouse anti-
manMSH-6 (clone BC/44; Biocare, Concord, CA); and rabbit anti-
man PMS2 (clone EPR3947; CellMarqueCorporation, Rocklin, CA).
C Staining
FFPE samples were processed for IHC as previously described
1–23]. Sections were cut at a thickness of 4 μm, de-waxed in
lene, and rehydrated in decreasing concentrations of ethanol. Prior
staining, the sections were subjected to endogenous peroxidase
ocking in a 1% H2O2 solution in methanol for 10 min and then
ated in a microwave for 30 min in 10 mM citrate buffer, pH 6.0.
rum blocking was performed using 10% normal rabbit serum for
min. The slides were incubated with the primary antibody (anti-

SN2 was used at a 1:100 dilution; anti-CD8 at 1:200; anti-MLH1
1:200, anti-MSH2 at 1:200, anti-PMS2 at 1:200 and anti-MSH6
1:200) overnight at 4°C and then incubated with a labeled
lymer/HRP amplification system (EnVision™, DakoCytomation,
enmark) for 30 min. To visualize the sites of bound peroxidase,
05% 3,3′-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB) was used
ior to counterstaining with modified Harris hematoxylin.

valuation of IHC Staining
Two pathologists who were unaware of the clinical parameters or
tcomes for each patient independently reviewed the IHC-stained
ctions. For the scoring of all molecules, 10 fields in the tumor region
ere randomly selected and examined with high-power magnifica-
n. All discrepancies were resolved by a joint review of the slides in
estion.
For CSN2 expression, the staining of each specimen was evaluated
ing a semiquantitative H score, which was calculated by
ultiplying the result of a 4-stepscale (0, negative; 0.5, weak staining;
moderate staining; 1.5, strong staining) and the fraction of positive-
ained cells from 0 to 100%, and ranged from 0 to 150 [24]. For
SN2, the H score was dichotomized at the median and categorized
high vs. low.
To evaluate the density of stained CD8-positive cells, the nucleated
ained cells in each area were quantified and expressed as the number
cells per field at 200× magnification, as previously described
1,22]. The CD8-positive cell density was dichotomized at the
edian and categorized as high vs. low.
The loss of MMR protein was defined as the absence of nuclear
aining of tumor cells in the presence of positive nuclear staining in
rmal epithelial cells and lymphocytes. Tumors showing a complete
ss of expression of at least one MMR protein (MLH1, MSH2,
SH6, or PMS2) were classified as dMMR, and tumors without a
ss of MMR protein expression were classified as MMR-proficient
MMR).
Construction of the Nomograms. In the training cohort, survival
rves for different variable values were generated using the Kaplan–
eier estimates and compared using the log-rank test. Variables that
hieved significance at P b .05 were entered into the multivariable
alyses via the Cox regression model. Statistical analyses to identify
dependent prognostic factors were conducted in SPSS 19.0 for
indows (SPSS, Chicago, IL). On the basis of the results of the
ultivariable analysis, two nomograms were formulated by R 3.2.3
ttp://www.r-project.org) with the survival and rms package.
ackward step-wise selection was applied using the likelihood ratio
st with Akaike's information criterion as the stopping rule [25].
Validation and Calibration of the Nomograms. The performance
the developed nomograms was tested in the validation cohort. The
odel performance for predicting outcome was evaluated by
lculating the concordance index (C-index) [26]. The value of the
-index ranges from 0.5 to 1.0, with 0.5 indicating a random chance,

http://www.r-project.org
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d 1.0 indicating a perfect ability to correctly discriminate the
tcome with the model. The calibration of the nomogram for1-, 3-,
d 5-year DFS and OS was performed by comparing the predicted
rvival with the observed survival after bias correction.
Clinical Use. Decision curve analysis was conducted to deter-
ine the clinical usefulness of the nomograms by quantifying the net
nefits at different threshold probabilities [27,28].
Risk Group Stratification Based on the Nomogram. Using X-tile
9], the composite scoring of the nomograms was divided into three
sk groups that accurately discriminated patients with good,
termediate, and poor prognosis.

tatistical Analyses
We compared two groups using the t test for continuous variables
d χ2 test for categorical variables. The DFS and OS were calculated
months from the date of surgery to the date of regional recurrence
distant metastasis (for DFS) and death or final clinical follow-up

or OS). The Kaplan–Meier method and log-rank test were used to
timate DFS and OS. A multivariate Cox proportional hazards
gression analysis was performed for all variables found to be
ble 1. Clinical Characteristics of Patients According to CSN2 in the Training and Validation Cohort

riables Training Cohort (n = 267)

N Low CSN2 (%) High CSN2(%)

nder
Male 166 80(48.2%) 86(51.8%)
Female 101 53(52.5%) 48(47.5%)
e(years)
b60 138 72(52.2%) 66(47.8%)
≧60 129 61(47.3%) 68(52.7%)
mor location
Colon 120 64(53.3%) 56(46.7%)
Rectum 147 69(46.9%) 78(53.1%)
ifferentiation status
Well 66 33(50%) 33(50%)
Moderate 160 80(50%) 80(50%)
Poor and undifferentiated 41 20(48.8%) 21(51.2%)
A
Elevated 85 49(57.6%) 36(42.4%)
Normal 182 84(46.2%) 98(53.8%)
199
Elevated 44 27(61.4%) 17(38.6%)
Nomal 223 106(47.5%) 117(52.5%)
epth of invasion
T1 10 2(20%) 8(80%)
T2 37 14(37.8%) 23(62.2%)
T3 166 80(48.2%) 86(51.8%)
T4a 18 12(66.7%) 6(33.3%)
T4b 36 25(69.4%) 11(30.6%)
mph node metastasis
N0 159 66(41.5%) 93(58.5%)
N1 74 44(59.5%) 30(40.5%)
N2 34 23(67.6%) 11(32.4%)
etastasis
M0 234 110(47.0%) 124(53.0%)
M1 33 23(69.7%) 10(30.3%)
M stage
I 38 12(31.6%) 26(68.4%)
II 112 48(42.9%) 64(57.1%)
III 84 50(59.5%) 34(40.5%)
IV 33 23(69.7%) 10(30.3%)
8+ cells/field (mean±S.D.) 74.7±59.3 95.0±58.4
8
low 133 81(60.9%) 52(39.1%)
high 134 52(38.8%) 82(61.2%)
MR
dMMR 45 9(20%) 36(80%)
pMMR 222 124(55.9%) 98(44.1%)
gnificant in a univariate analysis. All the other statistical tests were
rformed with R software (version 3.2.3) and SPSS software (version
.0). Statistical significance was set at 0.05.

esults

linicopathologic Correlations
Tables 1 and S1–S2 list the clinical characteristics of the patients
d the clinicopathologic correlations with CSN2, CD8, and MMR
atus in the training and validation cohorts. Specimens from 505
tients with CRC were obtained for this study. The specific
pression of cytoplasmic CSN2 was observed, and the staining
tensity was variable (Figure 1A). Compared with the non-tumoral
SN2 density in epithelial cells, intratumoral CSN2 expression in
ncer cells was lower (P b .0001; Figure 1B). CSN2 expression was
bstantially lower in advanced stages [stages I–II (n = 150) vs. stages
I–IV (n = 117), P b .0001]. Furthermore, the percentage of patients
ith high CSN2 expression reduced moderately with accompanying
sease progression from TNM stage I to IV (Figure 1C, Table 1).
ow CSN2 expression was associated with fewer CD8 + TILs, a
s

Validation Cohort (n =238)

P Value N Low CSN2 (%) High CSN2 (%) P Value

0.497 0.354
143 75(52.4%) 68(47.6%)
95 44(46.3%) 51(53.7%)

0.425 0.697
117 60(51.3%) 57(48.7%)
121 59(48.8%) 62(51.2%)

0.299 0.357
99 53(53.5%) 46(46.5%)
139 66(47.5%) 73(52.5%)

0.99 0.164
53 22(41.5%) 31(58.5%)
137 68(49.6%) 69(50.4%)
48 29(60.4%) 19(39.6%)

0.08 0.167
78 44(56.4%) 34(43.6%)
160 75(46.9%) 85(53.1%)

0.094 0.325
46 26(56.5%) 20(43.5%)
192 93(48.4%) 99(51.6%)

0.009 0.323
14 4(28.6%) 10(71.4%)
41 18(43.9%) 23(56.1%)
108 57(52.8%) 51(47.2%)
26 12(46.2%) 14(53.8%)
49 28(57.1%) 21(42.9%)

0.003 0.001
116 44(37.9%) 72(62.1%)
77 46(59.7%) 31(40.3%)
45 29(64.4%) 16(35.6%)

0.015 0.011
195 90(46.2%) 105(53.8%)
43 29(67.4%) 14(32.6%)

0.001 0.001
43 13(30.2%) 30(69.8%)
63 26(41.3%) 37(58.7%)
89 51(57.3%) 38(42.7%)
43 29(67.4%) 14(32.6%)

0.005 75.8±46.1 95.1±54.1 0.003
b0.001 0.028

119 68(57.1%) 51(42.9%)
119 51(42.9%) 68(57.1%)

b0.001 0.23
41 17(41.5%) 24(58.5%)
197 102(51.8%) 95(48.2%)
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Figure 1. CSN2 expression in CRC tissues. (A) Representative IHC images ofCSN2expression in tumor tissue. (B) Scatter plots for IHC
staining score in unpaired non-tumor tissue (n = 267) and tumor tissue (n = 267) from the training cohort. The P value was determined
using the nonparametric Mann–Whitney test. (C) Percentage of patients with high intratumoral CSN2 expression increased moderately
with disease progression from TNM stage I–IV (data from the training and validation cohort). Scale bar, 100 μm.
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gher N stage, and a higher TNM stage (Figure S1, Table 1). CD8+
ILs were associated with CSN2 expression, MMR status, depth of
vasion, lymph node metastasis, distant metastasis, and TNM stage
able S1). pMMR was associated with less CD8+ TIL infiltration, a
gher T stage, a higher N stage, a higher M stage, and a higher TNM
age (Figure S1, Table S2).

rognostic Value of CSN2, CD8, and MMR Status
In the training cohort, patients with low expression levels of CSN2
d CD8 showed significantly unfavorable DFS and OS (Figure 2).
tients with dMMR CRC had better clinical outcomes than patients
ith pMMR carcinomas (Figure 2). Similar results were observed in
e validation cohort. The clinicopathological parameters for the
ediction of DFS and OS were further investigated by univariate
alysis with the Cox regression model. In the univariate analysis, T
age, N stage, the level of CEA, the expression of CSN2, and CD8
d MMR status were significantly associated with DFS and OS (P b
5, Tables S3, S4). These significantly associated variables were used
r the multivariate Cox regression model. In the DFS and OS
odels, CSN2, CD8 and MMR status remained powerful and
dependent prognostic factors for patients with CRC (Table 2). When
ratified by clinicopathological risk factors, CSN2 remained a clinically
d statistically significant prognostic marker (Figures S2, S3).

evelopment and Validation of Nomograms for Predicting
RC Prognosis
To predict DFS and OS for patients with CRC, two nomograms
ere established using the multivariate Cox regression model
cording to all significantly independent factors for DFS and OS
igure 3, A and B). Nomograms can be interpreted by summing up
e points assigned to each variable, which are indicated at the top of
e scale. The total points can be converted to predicted 1-, 3-, and 5-
ar DFS and OS for a patient in the lowest scale [3]. In the training
hort, the C-indexes for the prediction of DFS and OS were 0.836
5% CI: 0.804–0.868) and 0.841 (0.808–0.874), respectively.
alibration curves for the two nomograms (Figure 4, A and B)
vealed no deviations from the reference line and no need for
calibration. In the validation cohort, the C-indexes for the
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Figure 2. Kaplan–Meier survival analysis of disease-free survival (DFS) and overall survival (OS) according to CSN2 expression (A), CD8
expression (B), and MMR status (C) of CRC patients in the training cohort and validation cohort. The left panel shows the results from the
training cohort, and the right panel shows the results from the validation cohort.
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ediction of DFS and OS were 0.801 (0.760–843) and 0.843
.806–0.881), respectively. The calibration curves yielded good
reement between the predicted and observed outcomes for 1-, 3-,
d 5-year DFS and OS (Figure 4, C and D).
Furthermore, we compared the discrimination of our nomograms
ith that of the AJCC TNM classification. The discrimination of our
mogram was superior to that of the AJCC TNM classification
JCC classification C-index, training cohort: DFS 0.734 (95% CI
703–0.784), OS 0.748(0.705–0.791), both P b .001; validation
hort: DFS 0.730 (0.683–0.778), OS 0.785 (0.742–0.829), both P
.001; respectively).
Using X-tile, the composite scoring was divided into three risk groups
at accurately discriminated between patients with good, intermediate,
d poor prognosis (Figures 5 and S4). Therefore, we further analyzed
bgroups of CRC patients in stages II, III, and IV. The three risk groups
ere able to significantly distinguish betweenCRCpatients with different
ognoses in stage II, III, or IV (Figures S5–S7).
linical Use
The decision curve analysis for the two nomograms is presented in
igures 6 and S8. The decision curve showed that if the threshold
obability of a patient or doctor was N10%, using the two
mograms to predict 1-, 3-, 5-year DFS and OS added more
nefit than either the treat-all-patients scheme or the treat-none
heme. Within this range, the net benefit was comparable to several
erlaps on the basis of the nomograms.

iscussion
the present study, we found that CSN2 is a prognosis-associated
arker that has reduced expression in CRC. The results indicated
at lowCSN2 expression and low CD8 + TILs were associated with
or prognosis, and patients with dMMR CRC had better clinical
tcomes. Using these three markers and four clinicopathological risk
riables, two nomograms were constructed and externally validated
r predicting 1-, 3-, and 5-year DFS and OS probabilities after
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Table 2. Multivariable Cox Regression Analysis in the Training Cohort

Variables Overall Survival Disease-Free Survival

HR (95% CI) p value HR (95% CI) P Value

CEA(ng/ml) (elevated vs. normal) 2.070 (1.285-3.336) 0.003 2.403 (1.531-3.771) 0.001
Depth of invasion 0.093 0.031
T4b Reference Reference
T1 0.001(0.0001-999) 0.962 0.001(0.0001-999) 0.959
T2 0.343 (0.132-0.894) 0.029 0.310 (0.125-0.769) 0.012
T3 0.463 (0.257-0.836) 0.011 0.388 (0.214-0.702) 0.002
T4a 0.859 (0.422-1.750) 0.676 0.648 (0.325-1.290) 0.217

Lymph node metastasis 0.012 0.012
N0 Reference Reference
N1 1.736 (1.074-2.808) 0.024 1.736 (1.074-2.808) 0.024
N2 2.287 (1.263-4.142) 0.006 2.287 (1.263-4.142) 0.006

Metastasis (M1 vs. M0) 2.739 (1.532-4.895) 0.001 2.739 (1.532-4.895) 0.001
CSN2 (high vs. low) 0.546 (0.354-0.842) 0.006 0.624 (0.410-0.949) 0.027
CD8 (high vs. low) 0.627 (0.396-0.993) 0.047 0.574 (0.372-0.886) 0.012
MMR status (pMMR vs. dMMR) 4.065 (1.415-11.677) 0.009 3.580 (1.376-9.310) 0.009

CEA: carcinoembryonic antigen.
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rative resection. The nomograms performed well with good
scrimination and calibration, identifying this model as a simple
d easy tool for estimating the survival of individual patients with
RC.
CSN is a multiprotein complex involved in protein degradation,
anscriptional activation, signal transduction, and tumorigenesis
,9]. Although CSN functions as a complex, CSN subunits also have
eir own functions independent of the CSN complex. Fang et al.
ported that ERK2-activated CSN6 regulates β-Trcp and stabilized
catenin expression by blocking the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway,
ereby promoting CRC development [8].CSN2 integrates into the
SN complex via its C-terminal region, and its N-terminal region is
cessary for direct interaction with Cul1 [7]. Moreover, CSN2
hibits p27kip1 degradation and impedes G1-S phase progression via
e deneddylation of SCF Cul1. Zhang et al. found that CSN2
omotes pluripotency maintenance by stabilizing Nanog protein and
pressing transcription [11]. Yang et al. showed that the level of
rum CSN2 was higher in GC patients than healthy people;
wever, low serum CSN2 was associated with unfavorable survival
3]. In addition, CSN2 has reduced expression in GC tissues and has
en identified as a tumor suppressor gene [13,14]. Carvalho et al.
owed that CSN2 is significantly decreased in colorectal adenomas
d carcinomas with a 13q gain compared with those without, and
e oncogenic role of miR-15a-3p in 13q amplicon-driven colorectal
enoma-to-carcinoma progression involves UCP2 and CSN2 as
ndidate target genes [30]. In the present study, we found that
SN2 had reduced expression in CRC tissues, and the percentage of
tients with low intratumoral CSN2 expression increased as disease
ogression increased from TNM stage I–IV (Figure 1C). Further-
ore, low intratumoral CSN2 expression was significantly associated
ith a poor prognosis.
Tumor MMR deficiency maybe detected as MSI or loss of MMR
otein expression by IHC. Previous studies have demonstrated the
ognostic value of MMR protein expression in CRC [31–33]. Most
evious studies evaluating the prognostic or predictive role of MMR
atus in CRC have been performed using microsatellite analysis to
sess tumor phenotype. IHC testing is generally preferred because of
wer costs, faster turnaround time, a wider availability in routine
agnostic laboratories, reported increased sensitivity, and the ability
perform direct germline mutation testing. In our study, we
aluated the prognostic role of the IHC expression of MMR status in
large series of CRC patients. In this investigation, patients with
MR CRC whose tumors demonstrated a loss of expression of at

ast one MMR protein (MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, or PMS2) had a
tter outcome than patients with pMMR tumors. Moreover, in the
ultivariate analysis, the survival advantage for dMMR patients was
dependent of clinicopathological factors.
A randomized retrospective study showed a survival advantage in 5-
-treated CRC patients with MSI-L and MSS cancers but not in
tients with MSI-H tumors [34]. In a pooled molecular reanalysis of
ndomized chemotherapy trials (n = 341), MMR deficiency was
own to be a predictive marker for a lack of benefit from 5-FU-based
emotherapy for patients with stage II or III colon cancer [35].
owever, in a randomized trial of 491 CRC patients who received
juvant chemotherapy, MMR protein expression did not have
edictive value for response to 5-FU treatment with respect to OS
2]. Even if the use of MMR status to predict the outcomes of
juvant chemotherapy was still controversial, the results from the
evious trials are very promising and indicate that 5-FU is beneficial
r CRC patients with MSI tumors [34,36,37]. A large multicenter
GEO study showed that high-risk stage II dMMR colon cancer
nded to have better outcomes with oxaliplatin-based adjuvant
emotherapy than with surgery alone [38]. However, before MMR
atus can be applied as a prognostic and predictive biomarker in
inical practice, its value must be proven in large, high-powered
ospective trials.
Extensive literature has suggested that the TILs in cancer are
inically important [15,17,22]. A recent meta-analysis summarized
e impact of immune cells, including all subsets of T cells, NK cells,
cells, macrophages, and MDSCs on clinical outcome from more
an 120 published articles [39]. Most importantly, the beneficial
pact of the immune infiltration with cytotoxic and memory T cell
enotypes have been demonstrated in cancers of diverse anatomical
tes, including not only CRC but also malignant melanoma, gastric,
ng, esophageal, breast, and bladder cancers, et al. [39]. Based on the
meration of lymphocyte populations in both the core of tumors
d the invasive margin, the immunoscore demonstrates the
evalence of immune infiltrates and has been defined as a new
mponent for the classification of CRC, designated TNM-Immune
5,16]. MSI-H tumors are thought to have higher TIL densities
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Figure 3. Nomogram for predicting disease-free survival (DFS) and overall survival (OS): Locate the grade of the patient on the grade axis
and then draw a straight line upward to the Points axis to determine how many points toward survival the patient receives for her/his
grade. Repeat this process for the other axes, each time drawing a straight line upward toward the Points axis. Take the sum of the points
received for each predictor and locate this sum on the Total Points axis. Draw a straight line down to the survival-probability axis to find the
patient's probability of surviving colorectal cancer.
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lative to MSS tumors because of their higher mutational load
0,41]. Next-generation sequencing studies have shown that MSI-H
mors typically harbor more than 1000 coding somatic mutations
r tumor cell genome, compared with the 50 to 100 somatic
utations found in MSS tumors [42]. Zlobec et al. revealed that an
filtrative tumor margin and absence of CD8+ TILs are highly
edictive of local recurrence in node-negative pMMR colon cancer
d may help identify high-risk patients who could benefit from
juvant chemotherapy [43]. In our study, pMMR tumors have far
wer CD8 + TILs than dMMR tumors. We also found that high
SN2-expression tumors have more CD8+ TILs than low CSN2-
pression tumors, and the mechanism remains unknown.
Division of CRCs into molecular subsets by The Cancer Genome
tlas (TCGA) project yields important consequences for prognosis
d therapeutic response [40,44,45]. The MSI immune subgroup,
counting for 15% of all CRCs, are a result of deficient cellular DNA
ismatch repair (dMMR) mechanisms [40]. Deficient MMR can
sult from a germline mutation in an MMR gene (MLH1, MSH2,
SH6, PMS2), ie, Lynch syndrome (LS). Membranous PD-L1
pression occurs only in patients with dMMR CRC and is
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Figure 4. Calibration curves for the nomogram. The calibration curve for predicting patient DFS (A, C) and OS (B, D) at 1-year, 3-year, and 5-
year in the training and validation cohorts. Nomogram-predicted OS and DFS are plotted on the x-axis, and actual OS and DFS are plotted
on the y-axis. The dotted line represents an ideal nomogram, and the solid blue line represents the current nomogram. The vertical bars
are 95% CIs, and the ×s are bootstrap-corrected estimates.
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ominent on TILs and tumor-associated macrophages located at the
vasive fronts of the tumor [45]. Both PD-1 expression in TILs and
-L1 expression on tumor cells differ in MSI-H from that in MSS
mors [46]; 77% of TILs from MSI-H tumors express PD-1,
mpared with 39% from MSS tumors. In addition, 32% of MSI-H
mors express PD-L1, compared with 13% of MSS tumors.
mune checkpoint blockades directed against PD-1 have recently
own excellent activity with a response rate to single-agent therapy of
%in preliminary studies involving patients with stage IV dMMR
sease [45]. According to a phase II study, dMMR renders different
lid tumors highly sensitive to immune checkpoint blockades in
tients treated with the PD-1 inhibitor pembrolizumab [40,45].
ith the ability to fix DNA replication errors compromised, dMMR
mors accumulate numerous somatic mutations, which could
oduce neoantigens triggering a potent antitumor immune response
the presence of the PD-1 blockade [45]. If these observations are
nfirmed in randomized trials of stage II and III CRC, MMR status
ay be applied as a predictive biomarker of all disease stages, and
juvant treatment for dMMR patients through immuno- rather than
emotherapy may re-emerge.
The TNM stage is the most commonly used system to predict
rvival for patients who have undergone curative resection for CRC.
owever, CRC patients within the same stage have different cellular,
netic, and clinicopathological characteristics and outcomes [47]. To
ovide a more individualized staging system, nomograms have been
veloped to evaluate a large number of significant clinicopathologic
edictors to better predict the prognosis of individual patients.
proved prediction of individual outcomes would be useful for
unseling patients, personalizing treatment, and scheduling patient
llow-ups [48]. Although there are several CRC nomograms
ailable, no particular nomogram has been widely used in the clinic
,4,48]. In this study, we developed and validated two nomograms
cluding IHC expression of CSN2, CD8 and MMR status, T stage,
stage, M stage, and the level of CEA to improve prognosis
ediction for CRC patients. The nomograms can be used to better
edict an individual patient's probability of 1-, 3-, and 5-year DFS
d OS. Validation of the nomograms was performed using
libration plots and the C-index. The nomograms performed well
ith a good calibration. Furthermore, the C-index for DFS and OS
as satisfactory [0.836 (0.804–0.868) and 0.841 (0.808–0.874),
spectively, in the training cohort]. Compared with previous studies,
r nomograms included three prognosis biomarkers (CSN2, CD8
d MMR status) that greatly improved accuracy.
Moreover, the improved survival estimates calculated using the
mograms may help identify patients with a high risk of poor clinical
tcome within known TNM stages and facilitate the choice of
erapies. Current guidelines recommend adjuvant chemotherapy for
gh-risk patients with stage II CRC. The risk of a poor outcome or
lapse in stage II disease has been clinically identified using the
llowing criteria: fewer than 12 lymph nodes analyzed after surgery;



Figure 5. Kaplan–Meier survival analysis of OS and DFS according to three risk groups. The entire population was divided into 3
subgroups according to the total number of points given by the nomograms. (A): DFS nomogram and (B): OS nomogram.

Figure 6. Decision curve analysis for the two nomograms in the training cohort. The y-axis measures the net benefit. The solid lines
(yellow, blue and red) represent the nomogram. The dotted lines (yellow, blue and red) represent the assumption that all patients have1-,
3-, or 5-year survival, respectively. The thin black line represents the assumption that no patients have 1-, 3-, or 5-year survival. The net
benefit was calculated by subtracting the proportion of all patients who are false positive from the proportion who are true positive,
weighting by the relative harm of forgoing treatment compared with the negative consequences of an unnecessary treatment [27,28].
Here, the relative harm was calculated by [pt/(1–pt)]. The “pt” (threshold probability) is where the expected benefit of treatment is equal to
the expected benefit of avoiding treatment; at which time a patient will opt for treatment informs us of how a patient weighs the relative
harms of false-positive results and false-negative results ([a-c]/[b-d] = [1-pt]/pt); a-c is the harm from a false-negative result; b-d is the harm
from a false-positive result. a, b, c and d give, respectively, the value of true positive, false positive, false negative, and true negative
[27,28]. (A): DFS nomogram and (B): OS nomogram.
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orly differentiated histology (exclusive to those that are MSI-H);
mphatic/vascular invasion; bowel obstruction; perineural invasion;
calized perforation; and close, indeterminate, or positive margins
]. However, these clinicopathological risk factors cannot clearly
entify the high-risk patients who may benefit from chemotherapy
]. Accordingly, the two nomograms, which incorporate multiple
ognostic parameters into the current staging system, might assist in
entifying patients with poor odds of survival who are likely to
nefit from adjuvant chemotherapy.
Substantial efforts have been made toward identification of
olecular signatures to predict survival in patients with CRC,
cluding gene signatures, and microRNAs [2,49]. However, these
ne-based signatures have not been widely introduced into clinical
actice as initially expected due to the variability of measurements in
icroarray assays, inconsistencies in assay platforms, and the
quirement for analytical expertise [49]. IHC not only provides a
mi-quantitative assessment of protein abundance but also defines
e cellular localization of their expression. Therefore, identification
biomarkers with IHC, which has been widely applied in clinical
agnosis, is found to serve as promising alternative strategies for the
olecular profiling of tumors [16,22,50].
However, this study has some limitations. First, the study is a
trospective study that relied exclusively on a single-institutional
tabase. Validation by external cohorts is necessary for the
ognostic value of CSN2and the generalized use of the nomograms
the basis for postoperative treatment recommendations. Further
udies of the biological function of CSN2 expression in cell lines and
imal models should be performed in the future. Other prognostic
d/or predictive variables may be integrated to enhance the accuracy
the nomograms. In addition, the application of the nomograms
quires several IHC analyses and pathologic variables that are
ailable only after surgery, e.g., the pT and pN stages. Hence, the
mograms will have a limited impact on alternative treatments prior
surgery, including neoadjuvant chemotherapy.
In conclusion, this study is the first to reveal that CRC patients
ith lowCSN2 expression had a higher risk of recurrence/metastasis
d poorer survival than patients with high CSN2 expression. Our
sults demonstrated that CSN2 expression in CRC was an
dependent predictor of patient outcomes. The two nomograms
ere developed and validated for predicting the probability of 1-, 3-,
d 5-year DFS and OS. The model might facilitate both clinician
d patient counseling and individualized adjuvant treatment
cision-making, as well as follow-up scheduling.
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